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Abstract

Nowadays, we are witnessing a growing interest for collaborative working environments (CWEs). The proliferation of portable devices along with the widespread availability of wireless network connectivity is converting mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) into a basic scenario where impromptu collaborations take place. Recently, several collaborative middlewares have recently emerged for developing new collaboration tools. However, it is rather difficult to find a middleware for MANETs that enables building reliable applications from scratch, rapidly and easily, while explicitly taking into account the coordination issue, necessary to provide a more modular and standardized way of development.

To cope with this, we present SCOMET, a middleware that permits the provisioning of collaborative services over MANETs. Its major aim is to provide an efficient coordination media layer to allow the coordinable entities to perform complex tasks in a completely decentralized fashion. In order to do this, SCOMET provides efficient group communication and membership services, which are known to be critical for collaborative environments. To address one-to-many communication, SCOMET proposes a new Application Layer Multicast protocol (ALM) called OMCAST. Designed to deal with the specific requirements of CWEs, OMCAST benefits from the broadcast nature of the wireless medium to minimize communication delays and congestion. Evaluation results show that OMCAST can achieve significant improvements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the last years, the reduction in price of portable devices has led to an increasing utilization of mobile and portable devices, which in turn has brought chances for new forms of mobile collaboration involving interaction between people who are co-located and organized in an unforeseeable ad-hoc way. However, the provision of such new ways of collaboration over Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANETs) is still an open issue. Yet, when a group of people wants to work together, it has to agree on a tool set (including general tools such as e-mail and instant messaging) which is rarely prepared for spontaneous collaboration. In MANETs, where participants can appear and disappear in an unpredictable manner and frequently change their access point to collaborative services, standard collaboration tools such as Microsoft Sharepoint Service/Portal [22], BSWC [1], Groove [2] are not suitable for MANETs: they have been designed to run on wired networks, where participants are more stationary and without limitations of battery life, CPU, memory and storage. Conversely, in MANETs, network partitioning, disconnections and the scarce bandwidth make collaboration inherently transient; it continuously varies and it is not subjected to pre-established patterns.

The consequence of this is the lack of an optimal solution that fulfils all the MANET requirements (see [16] for further details). In other words, what is still lacking is a middleware that while utilizing efficiently the scarce resources of portable devices (i.e., memory, bandwidth...
and computational power), promotes such spontaneous collaborations. Under these conditions, we believe that the following requirements are critical to the successful implementation and integration of collaborative services over MANETs (note that requirements vary depending on the scenario the middleware is aimed at):

- **Descentralization.** No component is responsible for coordinating other components. Though centralization leads to simple solutions, critical components can restrict the autonomy of the members in a MANET.

- **Self-organization.** The continuous variations of network topology impede any external support to reorganize components in the face of network dynamism (connection, disconnection and mobility) and failures. Therefore, it is very important that a middleware can reorganize its components spontaneously in front of such events.

- **Scalability.** It is vital that the number of members joining the network can grow without significant performance degradation.

- **Group-based.** Groups are the basic unit of organization. So, group membership is clearly necessary: notification of the joining and leaving members is fundamental to guarantee unnecessary service interruptions.

- **Transparent access.** Members should be able to connect from any portable device, with a connection independent view.

- **Efficient communication.** Participants should be capable of forwarding messages to other member efficiently. Since connectivity is only available as far as devices are in range, devices not in wireless range should be able to communicate through intermediate devices, making them feel that they are constantly in range. As a side effect, this causes mobile devices to consume more resources that it was initially expected. Note that they act as message endpoints and forwarders simultaneously.

- **Group availability.** Any group should continue to operate if some components malfunction or become unavailable.

- **Easy deployment and usability.** Beyond the specific requirements of collaboration, a middleware should be easy to deploy, extend and use. Usability and ease of application development transform a middleware into a powerful tool for developing high-level applications. Existing middleware offer some functionalities that can be used to build collaborative applications, but fail to provision the necessary gadgets to develop them in a fast and simple way.

- **Security.** MANETs are vulnerable to attacks due to their features of open medium, changing topology, cooperative algorithms, and lack of a central management point. Without countermeasures, it is possible to track every movement of an individual as well as examine what it is doing. At least, each group should protect the identity of its members and provide a limited access to the content the group decides to share.

**Coordination.** In addition to the above requirements, handling the specific interactions caused by mobility requires to explicitly handle the coordination interactions of the participating devices. This includes accessing the local resources of the environment and communicating asynchronously with the devices, whether belonging to the same group or an external one. For this purpose, it is necessary that the middleware architecture follows a coordination model that allows us to exploit the patterns that appear frequently when coordination among mobile devices is taking place. Some typical examples are the publish/subscribe, blackboard and broker patterns [7].

To support coordination explicitly, our middleware has been designed taking into account the coordination model of Ciancarini et. al. [10]. Their model consists of three components described by the triple \{E, M, L\}, where \{E\} represents the coordinable entities which ask for coordination, \{M\} refers to the coordination media which has to provide appropriate means to address the diverse communication facets needed to coordinate \{E\}, and \{L\} stands for the coordination laws defining how the interdependencies have to be resolved.

At the present time, SCOMET, the middleware for MANETs we present in this paper, strives to address the communication facets of \{M\}. The coordination laws and patterns has been left for future work.

**Contributions.** In this paper, our major contribution is a middleware solution that permits building complex collaborative applications while meeting all the preceding requirements (excepting security). As just adduced, SCOMET’s focus is on communication functionalities as constitute the substrate, i.e., the coordination media \{M\}, to which sustain collaborative applications. Note that communication among the members of a MANET requires routing over multi-hop wireless paths. Without a fixed infrastructure, a routing path consists of wireless links whose endpoints are likely to be moving independently of one another. This provokes the frequent failure and activation of links, increasing network congestion, while the system is still reacting to topology changes. It is our responsibility to provide a communication channel that mitigates the instability of those paths. Thusly, our middleware not only supports coordination when the devices are in range, it allows to coordinate entities that are not in direct contact.
Moreover, SCOMET has also to guarantee reliable group communication. The reason for this is to support dynamic growth (scalability requirement) by organizing devices into groups with at least one broker in it, which indexes the information of all services provided by the members in the group, and requests on behalf of them, specific services to the other brokers in the system.

In the past years, several alternatives for group communication over MANETs have been examined, such as broadcast [33], multicast [16], and even geocast [35]. From these candidates, multicast appears to be the best solution, as it makes no assumption about the location of the MANET participants. There are two existing approaches for multicast over MANETs. On the one hand, there are the multicast protocols that operate at the network layer (like MAODV [30] or ODMRP [31]). On the other hand, we can find Application Layer Multicast (ALM) protocols, in which multicast packets are encapsulated in unicast datagrams and delivered to all group members. In ALM, only group members need to keep state information. Furthermore, ALM is easy to deploy and capable of hiding underlying link errors. According to these arguments, we believe that ALM can be more easily adapted to meet the aforementioned collaborative requirements.

As a second contribution, we present a novel Application Layer Multicast protocol called OMCAST. Originally developed in the scope of the EU-funded project POPEYE, OMCAST has been machined to handle impromptu peer-to-peer collaboration over MANETs. Its main features are the following:

- **A flexible bootstrapping process**, which lets nodes join and leave at any time.
- **Physical broadcasting** of data packets to one-hop neighbors in order to reduce communication overhead.
- **Decentralized membership** information available for higher level layers.

In fact, the OMCAST’s performance benefits from the following observation. In many MANET scenarios (e.g., warfront activities, search and rescue, disaster relief operations, etc.), the mobile devices are often organized in groups with different tasks, goals and, correspondingly, different functional and operational characteristics. In particular, the nodes in the same group will have a coordinated motion. For example, attendees of a major conference can be subdivided into teams based on their interests for the purpose of organizing birds of a feather session; various units in a division can be organized into companies and then further partitioned into task forces based on their assignments in the battlefield. As mentioned above, one of the main challenges of MANET algorithm design is the fact that, unlike in Internet, nodes are moving continuously. In particular, it is difficult to keep track of individual node movements and to route packets to them when the network grows large. However, when devices are organized into groups, the mobility management problem considerably simplifies and allow us to design a a multicast protocol that scales. In fact, it suffices for a source to know the path to one of nodes in the group in order to route a multicast packet to any other destination within that group.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we survey related work. We introduce our middleware solution in Section 3. Section 4 discusses OMCAST in greater detail. In section 5, we show our evaluation results. Section 6 concludes this work.

## 2 RELATED WORK

In order to be consistent with the introduction, we survey related work in coordination middlewares, collaborative middlewares and multicast over MANETs.

### 2.1 Coordination

Apart from the model of Ciancarini et. al. [10], the first example of coordination was Linda [14]. In Linda, coordination is carried out by a centralized coordination mechanism while the application that exploits it may be distributed. The participants share information through a global (persistent) data store, typically implemented as a tuple space. In modern implementations, such as JavaSpaces [25] and TSpaces [34], subparts of the application can coordinate with each other by means of a tuple space maintained at a central location. The main shortcoming of these systems compared to SCOMET is their centralized design, which leads to a potential loss of scalability. SCOMET, however, is a decentralized middleware following the peer-to-peer paradigm, which results in a scalable coordination media for MANETs.

More recently, coordination models have been translated into the MANET setting. LIME [28] proposed the idea of multiple (local) tuple spaces that were transiently shared to form a federated shared dataspace when hosts are in range. This programming abstraction allows tuple sharing between two nodes that are reachable in the device coverage area. In consequence, the users perceive mobility as a sudden change of context. This occurs because the virtual (global) data structure forms a transient shared space, where the accessible tuple set depends on the available connectivity with the other mobile units in the MANET. In our approach, we also adopt the idea of local spaces, but allowing all the participants to define a global space, irrespective of their current connectivity. To do this, SCOMET supports multi-hop routing to reliably share data and coordinate mobile devices. In other words, we provide disconnected routing, which allows two devices that are not in direct contact to coordinate with each other.

Other systems based on LIME are LIMONE [12], an enhancement of LIME to tackle highly mobile environ-
ments, and PeerWare [11], a peer-to-peer middleware that provides a global virtual data structure to share documents between peers. Nevertheless, since these architectures do not provide explicit communication mechanisms, we believe that their tuple space-like abstractions are by themselves not enough to meet our goals.

CAST [29] is another coordination model tailored for MANETs that provides Linda-like coordination, but now taking into account as well hosts motions in space and time. Therefore, CAST supports disconnected routing, too. For this purpose, it supposes that devices move according to some locally controlled plan called a motion profile, i.e., for a finite duration of time each device knows where it is heading and will not change it course in short. However, motion profiles are unpractical when the motion of hosts is completely random. Conversely, SCOMET does not require to know a priori the devices motions to work, being practical even when the motion of hosts is completely random.

2.2 Collaborative Middleware

In this section, we review the collaborative middlewares for MANETs which share common features with our proposal. As outlined by [16], it is difficult to establish a general taxonomy of the available middleware solutions. However, we can establish a classification based on their programming model. As such, we classify them as Peer-to-Peer-Based Middlewares (such as JMobiPeer and Peer2Me), Event-Based Middlewares or Message-Oriented Middlewares (such as STEAM and AGAPE).

In general, Event-Based Middlewares are employed to build distributed applications that must react quickly to changes in the environment. Because they do not assume a fixed topology, they are suitable for MANETs. In a similar way, Message-Oriented Middlewares provide asynchronous communication abstractions such as publish/subscribe which are very adequate for pervasive environments. Among this category, we must highlight STEAM [21], an Event-Based Middleware which drops the need of dedicated event servers by exploiting a publish/subscribe service. Consumers subscribe to certain event types and publishers are able to publish particular events. Moreover, STEAM allows different filters to be applied to the published events. The main shortcoming of STEAM is that it is limited to the hosts that are in the same radio range. There is no intermediate middleware; instead a publisher will send notifications directly to its subscribers. Contrariwise, as mentioned in the previous subsection, SCOMET supports multi-hop communication, dropping the need of direct host contact to make the publish/subscribe pattern operative.

In EMMA [26], a well-known standard from traditional distributed systems has been adapted to cope with MANET requirements. To be specific, EMMA is an implementation of the Java Message Service (JMS) that incorporates an epidemic routing mechanism to facilitate message delivery. This middleware provides point-to-point communication as well as a publish-subscribe service. However, it must be taken into account that the epidemic routing protocol does not guarantee the reliability in message delivery like occurs in SCOMET.

Another interesting Message-Oriented Middleware is AGAPE [8]. This middleware provides group membership and message-oriented communication for pervasive environments. It offers context information of colocated group members, such as their attributes and features. AGAPE organizes members in proximity-based clusters, considering two different roles that depend on the specific features of each device: The cluster heads and the managed entities. So, low-resource devices such as mobile phones or PDAs act as managed entities that rely on more powerful devices such as laptops that act as cluster heads. Whereas this static role differentiation could be useful for team operations, like emergency scenarios, we believe that is not suited for scenarios where collaboration between members is highly decentralized.

The next two reviewed solutions belong to the category of Peer-to-Peer-Based Middlewares. Such middlewares use a P2P communication model that involves resource and information sharing in order to perform common task. P2P systems share many similarities with MANET environments [36]: decentralization, dynamism, and self-adjusting behavior. Hence, an association of both systems is believed to benefit the global operation of a collaborative application. However, existing P2P systems has been conceived for wired and fixed infrastructures, so adaptations are needed to utilize a P2P architecture for MANETs.

Among the attempts to adapt P2P ideas to MANETs, we highlight two middleware approaches: JMobiPeer and Peer2ME.

JMobiPeer [5] is a JXTA compatible framework designed for J2ME CLDC environments. JXTA, the most mature P2P framework, provides interoperability and it is platform-independent, allowing connections between heterogeneous devices. JMobiPeer benefits from these characteristics and introduces new features like a routing layer, emulation of multicast functionality to adapt JXTA to mobile environments, and the concept of code mobility. However, JXTA may introduce high communication overhead because its architecture does not take into account locality of nodes and relies on the exchange of XML messages.

Peer2Me [32] is another application framework for mobile peer-to-peer applications. Its main feature is that it offers node discovery and messaging services to facilitate the development of collaborative applications. Additionally, it includes several collaborative applications with the framework. It must be noticed that Peer2Me is designed to be deployed on mobile phones under minimal J2ME configuration using Bluetooth devices.

Compared to SCOMET, the greatest shortcoming of the last two frameworks is that they only consider hand-
2.3 Application Layer Multicast Protocols

Finally, we review Application Layer Multicast approaches and analyze its main features. Since OMCAST is inspired by PAST-DM, we explain it in greater detail.

AMRoute [19] was the first Application Layer Multicast algorithm exclusively for MANETs. It creates a shared tree for data distribution using only group members as nodes. Built from a virtual mesh with the help of unicast tunnels, the tree tolerates connections between the group members. One of the main drawbacks of AMRoute is the static behavior of the virtual mesh. Since no changes are made in the structure once it has been built, it does not handle network dynamics and leaves all responsibility for the underlying unicast routing protocol.

ALMA [13] creates a tree of logical links between group members. Its major goal is to reduce the cost of each link in the tree by reconfiguring the tree under mobility and congestion situations. When a node joins the network, it must select a node as a parent to become part of the tree. When the tree performance drops below a defined threshold, the node reconfigures the tree by either switching the parent or freeing children. This mechanism leads to a complex loop avoidance and detection subsystems, as synchronous switching can occur.

ALMA also considers the existence of a rendezvous host for obtaining the structure of the logical tree as well as neighbor information in the bootstrapping process.

AOMP [18] relies on reactive routing to construct a delivery tree in a dynamic and decentralized way. This protocol consists of two stages: A first one that connects the joining nodes to the overlay and a second stage that performs the tree construction and maintenance. AOMP takes advantage of the unicast routing protocol, and thus avoids routing overhead and improves scalability. However, such a protocol is limited to use reactive protocols like AODV [27] or DSR [17], and only considers a single source node for the multicast session.

NICE-MAN [6] presents several improvements with respect to the existing Internet NICE algorithm. To be more specific, it exploits the broadcast capability of the medium to reduce network traffic. The basic advantage is the maintenance of a reduced overlay formed only by cluster leaders while the rest of members are located 1-hop away from them. Thus, a node may send a message to various nodes simultaneously by benefiting from the broadcast nature of the medium. Nonetheless, there are several drawbacks like the continuous selection of cluster leaders. Furthermore, non-overlay nodes are loosely connected since they do not send any control messages. This may imply high message loss, as nodes need to recover from the loss of connectivity. Thus, membership information is never available.

PAST-DM [15] (Progressively Adaptive Subtree in Dynamic Mesh) is an overlay multicast protocol based on the construction of a virtual mesh. The mesh is maintained dynamically through the exchange of link state packets, thus adapting it to network topology changes. These packets provide link state table information, i.e., a partial view of the network. All nodes need to start the multicast session simultaneously, and afterwards initiate the bootstrapping process by sending TTL-bounded broadcast messages. With the topology information extracted from the mesh, nodes compute a source-based Steiner tree to propagate information to all members in the multicast group. Logical and physical hop distances are used as heuristics to compute the Steiner tree. The source node takes its logical (virtual) neighbors as children in the tree. The rest of the nodes are packed into subgroups, which form a subtree where the root of this tree is one of the logical neighbors. Thus, each child of the source tree is responsible for delivering the multicast message to all nodes in the subtree. This process is repeated through every node until the subtree becomes empty. The decision of packet delivery path is computed at each receiver, so path selection is performed always with the most up-to-date information. Although this is an efficient way of delivering data, some packets may be lost if nodes change location once the source has computed its corresponding subtree.

3 MIDDLEWARE DESIGN

Most middlewares that has been utilized so far in the development of distributed applications has appeared inadequate in supporting coordination activities in mobile and wireless scenarios. In this respect, Zambonelli [20] identified three basic techniques of communication: (i) direct communication (unicast), (ii) shared data spaces (e.g. tuple spaces), and (iii) event-based models relying on publish/subscribe. In order to address coordination, communication in SCOMET has been mainly modelled using unicast and publish/subscribe functionalities, with the publish/subscribe being sustained by OMCAST. To support inter-device interactions through a shared data structure, SCOMET includes a naming service intended to store the minimal but the critical information required to coordinate devices in this way.

With the three communication components, we view SCOMET as a ready-to-deploy solution for developing collaborative applications for MANETs. Since we have not constrained our communication abstractions to be of a particular class (as specified in the above paragraph), developers can use all set of functionalities to coordinate devices.

In summary, SCOMET provides the following features:

- **Group management services** to dynamically handle the addition, deletion, and modification of the
information relative to group membership.

- **Communication services.** In general, developing collaborative applications requires two important communications abstractions: *unicast*, that is, the sending of messages to a single destination, and *multicast*. Further, we provide a publish/subscribe and a naming service to support coordination.

### 3.1 Communication Services

The main component is the communication channel, which allows participating devices to send messages to one or to all the members of a given group. Also, named communication channels are available, so applications built atop do not have to filter the messages from other applications. Messages destined for all group members are sent through ALM, avoiding using multiple unicast messages. Moreover, the channel provides mechanisms for synchronous and asynchronous reception. On top of this channel, we have settled the other two basic pillars that facilitate the coordination of devices’ activities: The publish/subscribe and naming services.

The implementation of the publish/subscribe service supports a set of the JMS [23] (Java Message Service) interface. As it follows from the JMS specification, its behavior is practically identical to the one defined in the standard. More precisely, the service furnishes a topic-based publish/subscribe model with persistent and non-persistent subscriptions. It is important to note here that SCOMET does not set up a central JMS server to handle subscriptions. Subscriptions are partially maintained by each member in the group. In this way, when a device rejoins a group due to a temporary disconnection, all required to do is to ask one member in the group to obtain all the previous messages published on a given topic.

The naming service also follows a Java standard. It implements a subset of the JNDI [24] (Java Naming Directory Interface) interface. As it follows from the JMS specification, its behavior is practically identical to the one defined in the standard. More precisely, the service furnishes a topic-based publish/subscribe model with persistent and non-persistent subscriptions. It is important to note here that SCOMET does not set up a central JMS server to handle subscriptions. Subscriptions are partially maintained by each member in the group. In this way, when a device rejoins a group due to a temporary disconnection, all required to do is to ask one member in the group to obtain all the previous messages published on a given topic.

The implementation of the publish/subscribe service supports a set of the JMS [23] (Java Message Service) interface. As it follows from the JMS specification, its behavior is practically identical to the one defined in the standard. More precisely, the service furnishes a topic-based publish/subscribe model with persistent and non-persistent subscriptions. It is important to note here that SCOMET does not set up a central JMS server to handle subscriptions. Subscriptions are partially maintained by each member in the group. In this way, when a device rejoins a group due to a temporary disconnection, all required to do is to ask one member in the group to obtain all the previous messages published on a given topic.

The naming service also follows a Java standard. It implements a subset of the JNDI [24] (Java Naming Directory Interface) interface. Its aim is to be used to store lightweight data such as resource discovery, group and coordination information. The mechanism to store this data is simple but effective: whenever changes occur in the naming service, the changes are sent via multicast to all group members. As we know that too many updates might be resource-expensive for the system, the naming service is supposed to maintain only minimal but critical data. In contrast, what we gain is performance. Stored information can be rapidly made available to all current group members.

#### 3.1.1 Routing protocols: Ordering and Reliability

As SCOMET has been designed for collaboration, routing protocols should also consider the particular requirements of spontaneous collaboration over mobile ad-hoc networks.

Typical scenarios such as meetings or scientific conferences are characterized by having a moderate number of nodes located in a small area. Normally, they are located in a room or in a large hall, where some of them may remain static for long periods of time. Some may change its location from time to time in order to interact with other existing groups. However, the major part of communication is performed in well-defined areas, where nodes are located at most two or three hops from the most distant hop.

Consequently, multicast communication represents a good option to provide reliable group communication. Owing to this fact, we have devised OMCAST, an ALM protocol specially designed for CWEs. We will describe OMCAST carefully in Section 4. By the moment, only to say that, with the use of OMCAST, we have reduced network traffic. In order to do this, OMCAST forwards a multicast message just once by broadcasting it to the devices located at one physical hop from the sender. In this way, multiple unicast transmissions are avoided. It must be pointed out that, like almost all ALM protocols, OMCAST does not guarantee neither reliable message delivery nor message ordering. In what follows, we explain how OMCAST addresses these issues.

**Ordering and Reliability.** TCP has been discouraged for MANETs. For this reason, we focus on bringing ordering and reliability to the UDP protocol. As outlined in the introduction, these two characteristics are critical when designing a middleware for CWEs over MANETs. To provide reliability and ordering in a transparent way, we advocated for the toolkit JGroups [4] as the foundation of our communication media layer. JGroups, based on Java technology, offers reliable and efficient group communication through a flexible protocol stack, where each protocol provides a specific functionality. The list of functionalities includes for instance lost message retransmission, ordering and encryption.

As JGroups main characteristic, we find reliability in multicast communication, which is a deployment issue and does not have to be implemented by the developer.

However, the most interesting feature of JGroups is its extensibility: A new protocol can be easily added to the protocol stack, thereby extending its capabilities. In order to achieve this, JGroups operation is based on the **responsibility chain’s pattern**, where each protocol only handles its corresponding part of the message when it is passes through the protocol stack.

A protocol may modify, reorder, simply pass, drop a message, or add a new header to it. Further, a fragmentation layer can break up a message into several smaller messages, adding a header with an *id* to each fragment, and re-assembling the fragments later on the receiver’s side.

The composition of the protocol stack is determined by the creator of the channel: An XML archive specifies the layers to be employed (and the parameters for each layer).
In SCOMET, we have exploited the reliability and ordering protocols provided natively by JGroups. Since we do not need network layer multicast, we replaced it by OMCAST, our application layer multicast, as shown in Figure 1.

UNICAST protocol is in charge of ensuring FIFO ordering and reliability for unicast packets. NACKACK behaves in a similar way for multicast packets. UDP allows sending unicast and multicast messages in the original JGroups structure.

In this way, we ensure that all application messages will be delivered to the corresponding receivers. Also, setup parameters like the maximum number of retries and retransmission timeouts can be more easily tuned to get the desired behavior.

4 OMCAST: COLLABORATIVE ALM PROTOCOL

Next, we describe OMCAST in greater detail. OMCAST is based on PAST-DM and hence, it relies on link state information exchanging and Steiner trees. As a result, a virtual mesh connects all participants in the multicast group, which is built dynamically by periodically exchanging link state information. However, OMCAST supplies a more flexible bootstrap method than PAST-DM and takes advantage of the broadcast nature of wireless communication.

4.1 Basic Operation

Thanks to its flexible bootstrap method, OMCAST allows multicast members to join at any time. Any node wishing to enter the multicast session only needs to send a JOIN message. This join message consists of a local broadcast message, which is successively forwarded by non-member nodes. When the message contacts a group member, a unicast reply is sent to the source. This reply message contains local link state information as well as the number of hops the node is located from the replier. Thus, the bootstrapping node automatically receives information about the current neighbors in the group, and it is ready to send multicast messages to any node.

The mesh maintenance in OMCAST is similar to the one used by PAST-DM, but some changes are necessary to improve the whole operation. Each device maintains one Link State Table (LST) (refer to Figure 2) for each multicast group it belongs. The most recent entries are periodically exchanged with the node virtual neighbors, i.e., the members of the multicast group located at one logical hop from the local node. As a result, each LST keeps a Link State Entry (LSE) for each member of the current multicast group. Each LSE stores information about the link state of the corresponding member: Node degree, virtual neighbors; together with the node identifier and the Time To Expire (TTE). Lower values on the expiration time indicate that the information kept is less accurate than the entries with higher values. When TTE drops below a certain threshold, the entry is marked as invalid. When more recent versions of an entry arrives, TTE is set to the highest value and the entry is marked again as valid.

Thanks to Link State information, devices can set up source-based Steiner trees and deliver data to all members. Besides, membership information can be provided to upper layers, which is actually very useful for CWEs. Providing this information only implies offering a list of node identifiers retrieved from each LSE.

When a node wants to send a multicast message to all members, it computes the source-based Steiner trees and delivers data to all members. Besides, membership information can be provided to upper layers, which is actually very useful for CWEs. Providing this information only implies offering a list of node identifiers retrieved from each LSE.

When a node wants to send a multicast message to all members, it computes the source-based Steiner tree, and sends a copy of the multicast message to each virtual neighbor (1-level children). Each virtual neighbor is responsible for delivering the message to a certain subgroup of nodes as determined by the source-created tree. Along with the message content, each copy encloses a header with the information about the subgroup of nodes that has not received the message yet, but should receive it. Upon receiving its copy, each virtual neighbor sets up its subtree on basis of the information kept in the header. Next, it sends a copy of the message to its children with the header content updated. This process repeats until the subgroup which must receive the message is empty.

4.2 Local broadcast delivery

In protocols like PAST-DM, when a node wants to forward a message through a generated tree, it resorts to its state information generating as many copies as members wish to receive the message. One different unicast packet is then sent to each member.
In OMCAST, we use a bandwidth-saving technique that consists in transmitting the message via local broadcast. If there exist enough neighbors at one physical hop willing to receive the message, the message will be sent just once as a broadcast message, saving bandwidth. In Figure 3, we show the standard mechanism to send a multicast message to each receiver in comparison to our broadcast-based method. In the first method, the packet \( m \) is sent 4 times through the network while in our approach is sent just once to the medium, as nodes in range can hear the packet.

It must be noted that, even taking as a basis CWEs, devices may change its location unexpectedly. Hence, it is likely that some of the packets locally broadcasted do not reach their final destination due to mobility issues (e.g., virtual neighbor information might be temporarily inaccurate). To minimize packet loss, broadcast delivery will be performed only under certain conditions:

- The number of virtual neighbors that are ready to receive the message must be greater than a threshold, say \( \text{MIN}_{BC}\text{NEIGH} \).
- A virtual neighbor is considered to be ready to receive a broadcast message only if the sender has received one link state message from it in the last \( BC\_\text{PERIOD} \) seconds. This constraint ensures that a broadcast message is sent only to the nodes truly located at one physical hop. The assumption is that within a close time period, a 1-hop neighbor will vary its location negligibly.

Another problem occurs when a node is supposed to forward a message to a receiver that does not appear in its tree. This can happen because there is only one node responsible of determining the first subgroups of nodes: the source. However, OMCAST solves this problem by forcing forwarder nodes to unicast the message to those receivers that did not appear in the original source-based Steiner tree.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We performed extensive tests on our middleware to validate its functionalities. We focused on general tests. First, we examined OMCAST performance. Recall that multicast is critical for group communication in CWEs. For this reason, we measured the network traffic and the end-to-end delay incurred by OMCAST. Finally, we examined SCOMET in a real setting in order to verify that SCOMET communication media layer works correctly.

5.1 OMCAST

To evaluate OMCAST, we performed numerous emulations mimicking realistic CWEs. We designed a scenario of 30 devices with multicast groups oscillating between 5 to 20 members. To approximate emulations to reality, we set up an emulation environment consisting of VMware images along with an enhanced version of MobiEmu [37]. APE Mackill [3] was used in conjunction with MobiEmu to emulate wireless connectivity. Also, DYMOUM, the most recent implementation of DYMO [9] protocol, was the MANET routing protocol chosen to support the multihop connections of participating devices.

DYMO protocol enables reactive, multihop unicast routing between DYMO devices. The basic operations of DYMO are route discovery and route management. During route discovery, the source DYMO device starts the dissemination of a Route Request (RREQ) throughout the network to find a route to the target DYMO node. During this hop-by-hop dissemination process, each intermediate DYMO router records a route to the originator. When the target DYMO router receives the RREQ, it responds with a Route Reply (RREP) sent hop-by-hop towards the originator. Each intermediate DYMO router that receives the RREP records its path to the target, and forwards the RREP to the next hop towards the originator. When the originator receives the RREP, paths have been definitely established between the source router and the target router in both directions.

DYMO utilizes sequence numbers to guarantee loop freedom. Sequence numbers enable DYMO routers to preserve the order of route discovery messages (RREQ), thus minimizing stale routing information.

Since we wanted to measure OMCAST performance in a real CWE, we could not take the random waypoint model as mobility model. So, we had to design specific scenarios to do so. More specifically, we designed a set of scenarios in which the devices were located in 3 non-connected areas. In each scenario, there was one or two nodes linking the first with the second area, and the second with the third area, so that reaching all members in the MANET was initially possible.

We spent 140 seconds per simulation, enough time for letting some of the devices switch from one area to another, remaining static for a pause time of 30 seconds. Members of the multicast group transmitted packets at a constant bit rate of 4 Kb/s.

5.1.1 Congestion analysis

In our first test, we evaluate the potential benefit one can obtain from using broadcast delivery rather than multiple unicast transmissions. The simulation compares the
multicast traffic injected into the MANET by unicast vs. broadcast delivery. With this test, we want to prove the efficiency of broadcast delivery in areas with co-located participants.

We designed a scenario with 20 devices that injected multicast messages into the MANET at different rates. The value of $M_{IN\_BC\_NEIGH}$ was varied to restrict the power of broadcast delivery in each simulation. Recall that broadcast messages are only sent if there are at least $M_{IN\_BC\_NEIGH}$ virtual neighbors ready to receive the multicast packet. To simplify the exposition, we use the notation $OMCAST - 2$, $OMCAST - 3$, $OMCAST - 5$ to indicate that the value of parameter $M_{IN\_BC\_NEIGH}$ was set to 2, 3 and 5, resp. In addition, $OMCAST - NOBC$ signals the non-use of broadcast delivery, which means that all messages were sent via unicast.

As shown in Figure 4, broadcast delivery managed to reduce about 20% the multicast traffic. This fact can be explained as follows. Since each multicast packet is consumed by multiple receivers simultaneously, fewer packets are injected into the network. Further, the extra traffic due to unicast-based multicast increases end-to-end delays and the packet loss rate, as will be shown in the next section.

It is worth noting that the three variants of broadcast delivery performed similarly. This is because it is quite unlikely that a group member has more than 5 neighbors in wireless range in a real scenario.

5.1.2 Impact of broadcast delivery

The second evaluation focuses on measuring the influence of broadcast transmissions on packet delivery ratio. At this point, it is interesting to note that a unicast packet is addressed to a specific node, while a broadcast packet is addressed to all nodes located physically at one hop, contacting only those devices in wireless range with the source. Consequently a node might not receive a broadcast packet due to inconsistencies in its LST. However, since multicast traffic reduces with broadcast (see Figure 4), we can expect that congestion diminishes, too, in benefit of a higher packet delivery ratio.

Assuming the same parameters of the previous simulation, Figure 5 shows that broadcast-based $OMCAST$ is approximately 15% better than the non-broadcast version.

5.1.3 Round-trip-time delay

The last test explores the effect of broadcast delivery on end-to-end delay. As just observed in the preceding two evaluations, traffic reduces when multicast messages are broadcasted. Therefore, it is not strange to suspect that network delay will experience a certain reduction when broadcast transmission is active. To prove this claim, it is necessary to show if latency diminishes as function of the group size.

End-to-end delay was measured by forwarding multiple multicast requests with timestamp. Upon receiving a multicast request, each group member replied with a unicast ACK message to the source which enclosed the original timestamp. As a result, sources could measure the round-trip-time with respect to all nodes in its group.

The average network delay is shown in Figure 6. Non-surprisingly, network delay was higher when non-broadcast delivery was used. Broadcast incurred lower delays, which can be explained by the traffic reduction in the MANET as result of the exploitation of the broadcast nature of wireless connections.

In conclusion, $OMCAST$ provides a high packet delivery ratio without renouncing to low mean delays (in comparison to unicast-based multicasting).
5.2 SCOMET middleware

To evaluate our middleware, we built a simple chat application on top of SCOMET. This proof was a sanity check to verify whether SCOMET can react quickly to sudden membership changes (devices joining or leaving groups), and whether unicast and multicast communication was reliable, too.

From a coordination viewpoint, the chat serves as a first approximation to the problem of coordinating equal entities with the same rights that need to cooperate in a certain task with no information about each other.

To increase realism, we recreated a typical CWE. As shown in Figure 7, three rooms were set up with different mobile devices within each one. Devices in room A and C could only communicate with nodes in room B. The two nodes located in room B could communicate directly with the rest of the nodes in the MANET. In this configuration, when a node, say A1, needed to communicate with a node C1, the message had to be forwarded via a node in room B. In this way, we configured a 2-hop scenario, which became a 3-hop scenario when mobile devices started to move. In particular, two nodes from Room A moved to Room B and Room C during the test.

For this particular test, all the laptops ran Windows XP service pack 2 and Andreas Tonnesen’s OLSR implementation. The test measured the end-to-end delay of multicast packets. To do it, initially, one node was asked to send a message REQ to all members of its group. The rest of nodes, when receiving this REQ message, replied with an ACK unicast message to the source. ACKs held the timestamp value of the original REQ message. Once the source collected all the ACKs from the other group members, the average round-trip-time was computed. A total amount of 50 REQ messages were sent via multicast.

In Figure 8, we depict the mean round-trip-time for both multicast and unicast packets. In the figure, a measure of 100 ms means that delay is between 0 and 100 ms; a measure of 200 indicates values between 100 and 200 ... We can observe that nearly a 70% of packets are delivered in less than 100 ms.

![Figure 7: Real Test Scenario.](image)

![Figure 8: Delivery Ratio.](image)

It is important to note here that SCOMET guarantees reliability and ordering of messages. More specifically, retransmitted packets are also delivered in order. Thus, we can conclude that SCOMET performs well in a real scenario.

5.2.1 Application development with SCOMET

SCOMET characterizes for exhibiting a fast application development and a reliable and fast communication (as a result of the complete set of services it provides). Some settings that present mobile entities as devices with the same privileges that need to cooperate in a common task will highly benefit from SCOMET multicast capability. More specifically, with SCOMET, developers will have a clean manner to free entities from the brake of explicitly holding the addresses of the other entities involved in coordination.

Other applications that may face coordination issues will also benefit from SCOMET’s rich set of tools. For illustration purposes, consider an application requiring a meeting point [7] to coordinate mobile entities. To gain access to the meeting point, mobile entities could resort to our naming service to resolve its location. Once the meeting point was made visible to all participants, they could start to communicate through the unicast channel and therefore, registering, being notified about changes or calling for meetings.

In fact, some collaborative applications have already taken profit of SCOMET. At the time present, SCOMET provides the basic middleware services of the European project POPEYE. In such terms, SCOMET has been the pillar to implement some applications (plug-ins) which include a file-sharing, a presentation viewer, and chat-like communication utilities. The complexity on the development of these applications was remarkably diminished thanks to the communication services provided by SCOMET: the unicast/multicast channel, and the publish/subscribe and naming services.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have introduced SCOMET, a middleware for developing spontaneous collaborative tools.
Since most of the current middlewares cannot handle all requirements found in mobile collaboration, SCOMET proposes a novel group-based middleware that provides group management and communication functionalities. To do so, SCOMET integrates toolkit JGroups into its design to offer reliable multicast and other services to aid coordination. To provide one-to-many communication, SCOMET includes a proprietary Application Layer Multicast protocol named OMCAST.

Targeted to collaborative scenarios, OMCAST benefits from broadcast-based transmission to reduce traffic and minimize packet loss. It also reduces end-to-end delay. Evaluation showed that OMCAST performs well in collaborative scenarios in which nodes are grouped into differentiated areas interconnected by one or two nodes. Currently, we are performing several real tests with a 15-node testbed, in which devices (located in different rooms) periodically switch their corresponding regions. The motivation behind these tests is to study the stability of SCOMET under mobility situations. By the moment, a chat application has been tested, performing satisfactorily.

For short-term future work, we want to implement some coordination patterns on top of SCOMET, our coordination media layer, in order to verify how it behaves under typical coordination scenarios. With the patterns, our next step will be to define a new coordination model through which developers can build applications with a certain quality of service.
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